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Ed Birrane

A set of slides because Ed can’t project his screen.



A few reminders
- Everything presented here is either

- Codified in an I-D (personal)
- Part of the ION open-source software distribution (available on sourceforge)

- We distinguish between AMA, ADM, and AMP.
- AMA: the overall architecture. We have AMA managers and AMA agents
- ADM: A data model. The ADM draft also includes a JSON encoding of the model.
- AMP: A binary protocol. The CBOR encoding of the model.

- Within the ION open source distribution
- ./nm  is where AMP lives
- ./nm/docs/adms is where JSON ADMs live
- ./nm/contrib/CAmpPython is where CAMP lives (tarball you inflate and install)

- Building and installing ION will..
- Build and install a text-interface AMA manager (nm_mgr)
- Build and install an AMA agent (nm_agent)



Starting The Manager (once ION running)
Takes 1 argument: Its own EID. 

Reads in persisted definitions
from the ION SDR

Gives you a text menu. Lots of 
work ongoing to build other 

interfaces.



Starting the Agent (Once ION is running)

Takes 2 arguments:  Own EID, Default Mgr EID. 

Reads in persisted 
definitions

from the ION SDR

Sends register message 
to default manager.



What can you manage on an Agent?
- De-Register

- Forget about this agent.
- Build Control

- Tell the agent to do something (80% of use of this 
mgr)

- Send Raw Command / Send Command File
- Send pre-built commands (hex) to agent.
- This is an expert feature to aid in regression tests.

- Print Agent Reports
- To screen, reports received by an agent.

- Write Agent Reports to file
- Write to file.

- Clear Agent Reports
- Remove from memory.



What does ION Support?
- Agent ADM

- Everything needed to control an AMA agent.
- ADMs for standard protocols

- BP
- LTP
- BPSEC (SBSP)

- ION-Specific ADMs
- Ionadmin
- Bpadmin
- Ipnadmin
- Ionsecadmin
- ltpadmin

- What is an ADM again?
- Encoding-agnostic model. Think MIB or YANG.
- Has features not present in YANG
- Can convert ADM <-> YANG where there is feature 

compatibility.



ION Security 
Controls

- 7 controls for security
- Defined in the security ADM
- Code for this auto-generated from the ADM 

files.
- We will see this in a few slides when we get 

to CAMP.
- Example: Add BCB Rule

- Will add a BCB rule as if it were commanded 
from the ionsecadmin CLI.



BP Admin Tables

ADM for ION 
BpAdmin function 
includes definition 

of 6 tables. 



BP Admin Outduct Report
- AMP Agent has a control “Generate Table” which populates a table entry and returns it.
- This is printed by the Mgr as a (poorly ASCII formatted) table.
- Represents default outducts from a simple loopback scenario (./configs/loopback-

stcp/loopback.rc)



Report Templates for BP Agent
- General BP Agent defines 2 default reports

- Full Report (no parameters) All BP Node data
- Endpoint Report (parameterized) Info for a given endpoint.



BP Full Report Example

Report can contain 
parameterized data. In 

this case a priority mask.



BP Endpoint Report

A Report parameter…

Can flow down to its 
entries.



The sbsp_agent.json

- ION Supports JSON-formatted ADMs
- Template given in ADM I-D.
- JSON encoding given in ADM I-D

- Example: 
- Control “Add BCB Rule”
- 5 parameters

- When sending from SOURCE to DEST a 
block of type TARGET use a BCB with the 
given CIPHERSUITE and KEY NAME.



BP Endpoint 
Report

- Example of JSON for parameterized 
Report

- BP Endpoint Report

Report 
Param

Entry 
Param

Entry 
Param

Entry 
Param



CAMP Python Scripts
- CAMP

- C API Generator for AMP
- Generated ION .c .h files to support new ADMs as they are added.

- User generates and adds code for functions, tables, and data collection.

At minimum takes in 
JSON ADM. Can also 

scrape previous .h/.c to 
round-trip code.

Produces files to compile 
in to Agent and Mgr.



CAMP Produces 5 files per ADM

Customizable Agent 
Implementation.

Do-Not-Edit files for 
Manager and Shared.



CAMP auto-generated function example:



- Example of populated function to 
add a BCB rule. 

ION APIs for param 
verification.

Wraps calls to 
ionsecadmin functions.



Data collection for BP Endpoint Active

- Previous example of BP endpoint 
report.

- Report is fully auto-generated by 
CAMP.

- User only needs to specify how to 
collect the data contained in the 
report.



- Example of populated function to 
collect active state of given 
endpoint name.

Takes param and uses it 
for associative lookup of 

its active state.
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